The effect of the guide tree on multiple sequence alignments and subsequent phylogenetic analyses.
Many multiple sequence alignment methods (MSAs) use guide trees in conjunction with a progressive alignment technique to generate a multiple sequence alignment but use differing techniques to produce the guide tree and to perform the progressive alignment. In this paper we explore the consequences of changing the guide tree used for the alignment routine. We evaluate four leading MSA methods (ProbCons, MAFFT, Muscle, and ClustalW) as well as a new MSA method (FTA, for "Fixed Tree Alignment") which we have developed, on a wide range of simulated datasets. Although improvements in alignment accuracy can be obtained by providing better guide trees, in general there is little effect on the "accuracy" (measured using the SP-score) of the alignment by improving the guide tree. However, RAxML-based phylogenetic analyses of alignments based upon better guide trees tend to be much more accurate. This impact is particularly significant for ProbCons, one of the best MSA methods currently available, and our method, FTA. Finally, for very good guide trees, phylogenies based upon FTA alignments are more accurate than phylogenies based upon ProbCons alignments, suggesting that further improvements in phylogenetic accuracy may be obtained through algorithms of this type.